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Chapter 1  
Year 2552 
 
Baja Province 
Northern Territory of New Hispaniola Land Nation 
Global Union 
 

 
 
his time, she hoped he'd kill her.  

It's not that Linda welcomed death, but neither did she fear it. 
She was just so damned tired, and that tiredness overwhelmed any 
justified fear. There wasn’t a cell in her being that didn’t feel ex-
hausted. Spent. Heart, mind, body, and soul were devoid of all vital-
ity. The empty numbness of fatigue was her robe. She drowned in 
it like a small child donning her mother’s gown. The idea of lying 
down forever seemed appealing to her and that was at least a feel-
ing. So little could elicit an emotion anymore.  

Existence in the Global Union, the GU, met every physical need, 
but emotions and spirits were neglected. The presumably perfect 
system’s mundane monotony had turned humans into data proces-
sors and factory parts. Would the machine even miss her after she 
was gone, or would she just be another cog to replace? Human loss 
was negligible. 

Linda’s temple throbbed from the most recent strike, and it 
made her head feel too heavy for her neck. She reached up to touch 
the spot where she’d been hit and discovered warm moisture. What 

T 
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had she done this time? Mismanaged their allotted funds? Allowed 
them to run out of food leaving them to insipid nutrient bars until 
the ministry’s next deposits? Used their unassigned energy rations 
without clearing it with him? The wondering furrowed her aching 
brow. 

Lukas threw her to the ground like a rag doll, but time moved 
slowly for her as she fell. Her perception was distorted. Linda’s feet 
went sideways, and her form turned in the air. With no control over 
her body, she fell onto her side with her full weight pushing her into 
the floor against her forearm. Her arm crunched before going pain-
fully limp. She could picture the bruises spreading straight to her 
bones. In the time it took her to land, Linda felt herself ironically cov-
ered by a blanket of gratitude. She was grateful for the fact that 
the two of them were never able to have children. Even once their 
permit was selected, no matter how many times he bedded her 
against her will, they couldn’t conceive. It was as though her body 
rebelled biologically where she was unable to do so physically.  

That Linda could leave this existence guiltlessly was emotion-
ally purgative. Guilt and shame drained out of her with each exha-
lation. Absorbing this final drubbing without a daughter looking on 
meant there could be no impressionable still human thing seeing a 
man dominate her. No little girl could view her the way she had once 
looked onto her own mother – full of pity, sadness, and fear, as well 
as grief for the soul that had left the body long ago. 

Linda never blamed her mother. Getting beaten was just a fact 
of life for the women in her family. Her grandmother said she'd had 
it good. She used to brag that her partner only beat her when she'd 
done something to deserve it. The man she knew as her uncle, 
though he wasn’t blood, unleashed only when he drank while at the 
bong bar of the local vice lounge. Her uncle’s son thought he'd bro-
ken the cycle until his administrator, a mere woman in his words, 
had to demote him to a lower-level employ. She caught him making 
illegal trades for more credits. He beat her into a coma and then 
went home and hanged himself.  

It would end with her. She would be the last woman of her line 
to submit to the fists of a man. As if inextricably bound to a 
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torturous inheritance, Linda managed to find in Lukas a family out-
sider who still held the ugly traits of men from the damaged gener-
ations before them – misogyny and violence. Domestic abuse never 
really waned but it usually at least manifested behind closed doors. 
Lukas and men like him wore machismo with pride. She wondered, 
if she’d been able to carry a baby when their birth permit was ap-
proved and then extended, maybe Lukas wouldn't be beating her. 
It would have allowed them more energy rations, more food, more 
work, more of the things of existence.  

No! 
She pushed the thought out of her mind. Linda refused to feel 

at fault in her last moments. He could take her will to live. Hell, he 
could even take her life. But with her final heartbeats, she was go-
ing to reclaim that heart as her own along with her own mind and 
her own reality. She was stealing it back from the virile and radical 
indoctrination he had imparted upon her for too long.  

Lukas kicked her in the stomach. She didn't tense up as she 
usually tried to do. Linda let her belly go soft so that it could swallow 
the full force of his work boot. Squishing deep into her tender flesh, 
her abdomen consumed his foot and the reinforced toe of his shoe 
seemed to tap her spine like a reflex hammer.  

She fought the urge to cry out. He couldn’t hurt her anymore. 
She wouldn’t let him watch her writhe. She had enough defiance 
left for at least that illusion. The lack of agony she showed only an-
gered him more. Lukas’s fair skin grew red hot with rage beneath 
the thinning, short-cropped hair she’d stopped finding attractive 
years ago. Linda’s life partner had light hair, blue eyes, and a pale 
complexion. All three together was a rarity in the Northern Territory 
of the GU’s New Hispaniola Land Nation. Yet he had a poisonous 
belief that his genetic makeup made him better than others. 

There weren’t many men left who openly thought like Lukas in 
the Baja Province – pure, he called himself. He wasn’t afraid to share 
such an antiquated ideology in public, either. He saw no need to 
hide it. Linda’s Global Union home in Earth-Before-the-Melt, the 
EBM era, had become a multicultural potpourri of the world’s people 
– islanders and Latinx populations blended with those of European, 
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Asian, and African descent all sharing countless different lan-
guages together instead of a singular unifying one.  

Earth-After-the-Melt was something even more homogenous 
as the physical features of humankind had grown to be less reflec-
tive of one’s ancestral nationalities. In the midst of a sea of mixing 
immensely deep and intricate, few but a handful of pockets around 
her EAM homeland identified themselves by their national origins 
or religions anymore. Most were just human, fellow GU citizens with 
their brothers and sisters around the world, regardless of beliefs or 
DNA. At least, that’s what the Global Union education system would 
have one believe. It had taken them centuries to learn to stop la-
beling themselves and more centuries to stop self-segregating 
based on those arbitrary and archaic ideologies.  

But Lukas? He coveted the days of separation. He was pure, 
after all. Pure what, she wondered? Pure in the way of boiled white 
chicken. Nothing was added. She hated boiled chicken. No develop-
ment. No layers. No complexity.  

Lukas and Linda had always kept a chicken in the twelve years 
they had been together. They only had room for one in the small, 
GU-provided coop beneath their garden box. She preferred them to 
the goats that were allowed for those who lived in the ground-level 
quarters of their building – the residents who had access to the 
courtyard. She sometimes traded eggs for goat’s milk, but she felt 
the creatures weren’t as personal. A chicken was much like a pet. 
Pets hadn’t been kept by people for a century and the practice of 
inviting an animal to be part of your family was something that al-
ways fascinated Linda.  

Linda had hoped her aptitude test would have landed her in an 
animal sanctuary or agricultural assignment. She often speculated 
on how her life could have differed in the Australian Land Nation 
caring for primates or raising GU chickens. The idea of bonding with 
an animal was precious to Linda. Those who had goats shared them 
with two or even three other families. Each of her chickens by con-
trast knew her as their one and only caretaker.  

Linda and Lukas usually afforded only an aged hen, five or six 
years old. They would get a year or two of egg-laying out of it, and 
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then—when the egg supply dwindled—the chicken was traded to 
the poultry merchant for a chicken packaged as a meal. Her pet 
would live its days out in one of the animal sanctuaries until it died 
and became some other citizen’s meal chicken. This is the way it 
had been ever since the ethical protein farming standards were put 
into place. 

It always made Linda melancholy to take the meal chicken in 
place of her own, knowing that this animal, too, had likely once been 
a pet. Nonetheless, she knew it was a delicacy to get real meat pro-
tein. Some primordial part of Linda’s psyche was enveloped in a 
longing to honor the animal. She knew it was ridiculous to think it 
mattered that the sacrifice comprised a special meal after it was 
gone, but it didn’t stop the hope that somebody else would do the 
same for the chickens for which she once cared. 

‘Shie shie,’ she imagined some recipient saying to one of her 
favorite chickens. ‘Thank you,’ in the global tongue of Post Babel. 
‘We know you served your citizen so well, Henrietta. We’ll be sea-
soning you with ginger and sage, and you’ll be accompanied by 
some browned wild rice mixed with fresh celery and sweet potato 
cubes. You had a long life and we’re grateful.’  

It was part of the cycle. And she would love the next chicken 
as much as the one given up for the health and well-being of a 
Global Union family. 

Again, Lukas kicked.  
Deep inside of her, something cracked. Linda wasn’t sure if she 

was hearing the muffled sound of it vibrate through her bones or if 
the blow was echoing outside in the air around her. It was all hap-
pening both too slowly and all at once. She swam drunkenly 
through the dizzying in-between of time, incoherent to how much 
of it was actually passing. It was enough for her to believe the end 
would come soon. Her sweet release. Her time would pass from this 
life much like it had for her chickens. She meditated on what value 
she would leave behind . . . if any at all.  

Throughout her life, Linda had let Lukas erase her again and 
again and again. He erased her imagination, the dreams she once 
had of contributing to the world, telling her how irrational that 
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thinking was for a low-aptitude citizen like herself. He erased her 
womanhood, taking her as his own whenever he wanted her, while 
also demeaning her for not being able to fulfill their child-bearing 
permit. He erased her community, forcing her to take the most 
mind-numbing and lonely of employs offered to her skill level in or-
der to limit human interactions. When she had nothing left but their 
quarters, he even erased her pride in that, belittling her attempts 
to make it a home with virtual art or entertainment upgrades. He 
eventually erased her from the smallest of tasks that still brought 
an inkling of joy, like bringing her chickens to play in the courtyard 
or cooking in their quarters. 

Lukas always felt the cooking of their meal chickens was his to 
control, even while Linda could have stretched the meat so much 
further, done so much more with the creature that had once sus-
tained another citizen and that would now sustain them. She felt 
he always ruined it, and—usually along with it, almost as painful 
punctuation—the last bit of their cooking water. The water would 
foam with the fat of some citizen’s former pet all the while the 
chicken turned into a lump that was both dry and slimy at the same 
time.  

Linda languished that her last thought might be of bland 
chicken, but now the image was trapped in her head. She saw Lukas 
ruining some citizen’s pet much like he’d ruined his own pet – her.  

Linda couldn’t shake the image of a chicken just like Henrietta, 
naked and blanched in a pot of way too much water, boiling away 
on their one burner. She worked to change the vision the way you 
try to manipulate a dream from the inside while it’s happening. Lu-
cidly, she reversed the process. She turned off the burner, pulled 
the chicken out of the water – painlessly burning her own skin in the 
process, puzzled the raw flesh back together, replaced the head, 
feet, and feathers, and closed the sleeping creature’s beak. It was 
plush again with down of brown, black, red, and even some deep 
bluish-purple feathers. She made it look just like her Henrietta. It 
was lovely but still dead. Beautiful . . . but lifeless.  

Just like me, she thought.  
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Her mouth began to fill with blood. It pooled in the loose cheek 
of her face that lay against the floor. The metallic flavor was nause-
ating. The lining of her throat grew thick with mucus obstructing her 
airway. She was consciously aware of breathing with a gurgle 
through the tiny straw-like opening that remained unobscured at 
the back of her throat. She pushed the blood out of her mouth with 
her tongue to make room for air. She wasn’t sure why she did it. She 
had fought to live so many times that doing so had become invol-
untary despite feeling ready to die.  

Lukas took a break, fatigued from his fury. He was crashing like 
a student coming down off the high of his mandated focus drugs 
prescribed during aptitude week. He grabbed the full bottle of fer-
mented cannabis spirit out of their small cold storage and sat down 
to drink it while watching the digital headlines scroll across their 
screen wall. He knew she couldn’t move from where he’d left her.  

Time must have clicked on as Linda, in and out of conscious-
ness, had glimpses of various programs that she couldn’t conceive 
her mind of having created on its own. Severe flooding was over-
taking lands near the Mediterranean Sea. The African Land Nation 
was experiencing drought and fires on its east coast. Revolts were 
continuing on the Caribbean Islands Province of the Mississippi 
East Land Nation. The GU could not safely reach them with rations 
while extreme weather continued. It was the standard headlines – 
single lives lost were ruefully memorialized while entire societies dy-
ing were turned into statistics.  

At one point, Lukas approached Linda with a knife. He scraped 
it across her left palm in the place where her identity tattoo had 
been lasered. When scanned, the Global Union code on her hand 
gave her access to everything she could need in this world and also 
gave information about her to anybody who might need it – an em-
ployer who tracked her hours, a physician who needed her medical 
records, or an administrator who would assign quarters or rations. 
At first, as Lukas ran the blade over her skin, it only felt hot, then it 
became raw, and finally it was exposed and bloodied. He pushed 
his thumb into the wound. It was excruciating. Linda’s tears fell to 
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the floor in place of the screams she yearned to release but for 
which she did not have strength. 

“You’re a nobody now,” he said more to aggrandize himself 
than to diminish her. He watched what remained of her palm scan 
weep blood onto the floor. Her identity physically drained from her 
being.  

Lukas walked out of Linda’s field of vision and she went back 
to her dream to lie with Henrietta, face to face, sorrow to sorrow, 
death to death. In her mind, she opened the beak of the bird and 
exhaled, blowing what might have been the last of her own air into 
the body of the still fowl, giving it new life. It blinked, ruffled itself up, 
stood, cocked its head curiously to one side, and then sat back 
down, folding its little claws beneath itself and taking up a quiet vigil 
with its keeper. She smiled at it sleepily. It looked at her in return 
and it transformed into something different. It was majestic and re-
gal, an animal with overlooked beauty finally puffed up in the 
strength and pride it deserved.  

Then, Henrietta began to shake.  
Linda began to convulse.  
Their whole world trembled.  
This is it, she thought.  
Linda and her feathered friend would be done with this place 

in a final stand that only existed in her imagination. Her eyes unwill-
ingly tore open, away from the dream and into the nightmare. Lukas 
was returning. She couldn’t focus through the slitted vision of her 
eyes. Her pupils watered and burned. Lukas held something in his 
hand to once and for all finish the job. His power hammer? A kitchen 
tool? It was hard to make out through her deliria.  

Lukas shook from head to toe. The world appeared to be crum-
bling in her final moments, raining down on the two of them. The 
very wall behind him shimmied. The sterile, bluish LED light above 
him began to swing from side to side like Newton’s Cradle. She was 
sure she must be losing her mind when the single window that 
opened out over their standard garden box shattered.  

Linda remembered now.  
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She’d forgotten to save one of the many-eyed potatoes to 
plant in their ravaged soil. That’s why she was about to die. She was 
as tired of white potatoes as she was of blanched chicken. Tired of 
assigned jobs and assigned homes and assigned food. Tired of al-
lotted energy and directed travel. Tired of the inhumanity of human 
existence.  

Nothing to miss here.  
Linda imagined Lukas’s death in her place. He fell beside her 

full of fear that she refused to reflect. The obscure object in his 
hand flew into the air and came down in the center of his head, right 
in the middle of his pale pure face which bloodily cracked open in 
an immediate body-paralyzing deathblow.  

The floor of their top-level quarters opened up and swallowed 
him whole, dropping him deep, deep down to the earth below, the 
very ground that Linda assumed was her own awaiting grave. The 
walls around her were shorn off to the dust-filled sunshine rays out-
side before the solid floor below her own body compacted, taking 
her down like an elevator to the underground levels of their quarter 
building.  

In Linda’s mind, Henrietta’s wings opened over her form as the 
chicken landed on her with a weight greater than she should have 
had. The hen spread her beautifully colored feathers wider than all 
of Linda’s body, protecting her from the crumbling sky. Water 
rushed in around her and washed Lukas and the rest of the world 
away.  

Sirens and flashing lights and echoing robotic voices filled the 
air but—below Henrietta’s wingspan—Linda was safe. Death was 
safe. It could be as easy as going to sleep. Sleep sounded so invit-
ing. 

As her world continued to shudder, she closed her eyes and 
shut the sound away. She curled her body up beneath the large, 
protective Henrietta of her imagination as the bird let out a single 
cluck of comfort. Finally, she could release herself into the darkness. 
Linda could spend her last moment with the hen to whom she had 
given life. 
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Chapter 2  
Year 2908 
 
Governor’s Residence 
Zoe Baja 
Zoelands Concord 
 

 
 
aylight,” Miriam sighed out loud, her first word of the day projected 
hoarsely.  

The room-darkening shades rose above the window, retracted 
into the ceiling, and revealed the blinding pool of orange and yellow 
light that made up the sunrise on the east side of Zoe Baja. The 
northeast coast of Miriam’s homeland is where the governor’s resi-
dence stood since the mid-2700s and she was sure that this early 
morning view was the primary reason the architects chose the lo-
cation.  

Miriam’s eyes had been open for half an hour. She stared into 
the darkness and dreaded the crucial conversations that would 
take place over the next week. Confrontation was right up there 
with claustrophobia on her list of least favorite things. She far pre-
ferred playing the role of peacemaker over that of boat-shaker. 

She tried to recall what hour she’d finally fallen asleep the night 
before. The last time she checked the clock, it was 1030 coordinated 
universal time, or UTC. The racing thoughts in her mind ricocheted 
off one another all night as they vied for her prioritization.  

“D 
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Would Prefects Enele Chen and Lilibeth Phillip think her pro-
posal was too risky? Could Zoe Baja really manage if it lost its coop-
eration with one of the Global Union’s largest land nations? Her 
heart felt suspended in her throat as she pondered the ideas she 
could not bear to say out loud. How much longer could her home 
sustain plant life and if the answer was not long—or worse, not at 
all—what would happen to them? And what next – always, what 
next? 

Everything in her being told Miriam she was taking the right 
step, but she couldn’t see the steps after the first one. She had no 
way of knowing whether she could lead the Zoeans through those 
next unseen steps. She never wanted the job of governor, but—
now in it—she couldn’t bear the thought of letting down Zoe Baja. 

Between the low morning fog and the early dawn light, the 
overflowing metropolises of New Hispaniola, twenty-three kilome-
ters east across the Sea of California, were not visible. Maybe that 
was a good thing. This could be the last days of their uneasy coop-
eration together. At least she wouldn’t be forced to start this inevi-
table journey with a woeful glance on her ancient sisters across the 
water.  

“Window open,” Miriam said, and the pane of glass shifted out-
ward with a mechanical hum. Sweet salty air slipped into her room 
through the bamboo fibers of her screen that had been tightly spun 
to near transparency.  

She closed her eyes once more, inhaled slowly, and counted 
one, two, three, four, five in her head as she allowed the air to infuse 
her with fortitude. Then she sat up and placed both feet, with de-
liberate intention, flatly on the cool, hard floor. She took another 
couple of breaths and meditated on the idea that her toes were 
immersed in the dirt, bare and wiggling in the rich soil of the gar-
dens. The moment was enough to remind her of the world for which 
she was fighting. She opened her eyes, this time for good.  

Miriam let the sheet fall off her naked dark-skinned body as she 
stepped away from the bed. She felt invigorated by the breeze as 
it swept through her sleeping quarters and across her curves and 
muscles.  
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Miriam considered herself average in appearance, not because 
she was an unattractive woman but more because she did not put 
in much effort to enhance her features. Hair dying, semi-temporary 
tatua, facial inlays of precious metals and stones, bejeweled finger-
nail dips, and the intricately knotted and colorful fabrics that were 
commonplace amongst Zoeans of influence and affluence never 
looked right her. When she dressed in such trends out of necessity 
for important events or celebrations, she felt like she was in a cos-
tume.  

Miriam manually started her shower and straightened the rela-
tively common travel clothes she’d chosen while the water warmed. 
The collection of black and gray pants ensembles with scarves 
would be fitting attire for meetings with land nation diplomats. The 
outfits were added to by a formal gown for the Cityship Tatsu’s 
Unity Dinner, pajamas because she was always cold at sea, and an 
orange sweater given to her by Inoke when they were just friends 
and not the professional cohorts they had since become. 

She glimpsed herself in the mirror as she made her way toward 
the water closet and a refreshing shower. She had lost some weight 
with the stress of leadership, but that was nothing to complain 
about. The bags beneath her eyes were a different story. They 
seemed to stretch all the way to her freckled cheekbones, and they 
had grown as gray as her eyes from lack of sleep. A couple of strain-
induced white hairs appeared at her temples. Her mother had worn 
silver hair so beautifully before she died and, while Miriam didn’t love 
the idea of them framing her own face, she did like the way she was 
able to see her mom looking back at her.  

Miriam missed the simple days of working the gardens outside 
the Heirlinda Museum before she became governor. The sun and 
fresh air never let her reflection down. They kept her young and 
vibrant, at least in her own mind, even as her forties were closing in. 
She sighed deeply with the feeling that she’d aged ten years in the 
last two. Another six years of leadership were ahead before she 
could return to the gardens. 

Stepping into the water, Miriam’s shower-streams were incon-
sistent, spitting at her from some pipes while others seemed to rush 
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and gush. The water had begun to have a gamey scent to it. The 
salt was going to make her red and brown curls completely unruly. 
She decided to embrace it. After the four days it would take her to 
reach the Pacific Islands Land Nation via Cityship Tatsu, the result 
would probably be the same even if she’d have chosen to tame the 
mane from the start. Nonetheless, she made a note to herself to 
have the residential water filters replaced while she was out on ne-
gotiations . . . one more thing for the growing list in her head.  

“Top headlines,” she said to no one in particular from between 
the sputtering shower heads around her. 

  
“CHANNEL?” responded a voice that was likely meant to be 

comforting and friendly when initially created, but time and routine 
had turned it into an annoyance. 

 
“New Hispaniola,” Miriam decided reluctantly. News from the 

Global Union always came with its share of propaganda, but she 
could wash the stink away just as easily as the dirt on her body. The 
voice began to read out the world’s constants and concerns: 

 
ROLLING BROWNOUTS CONTINUE TO PLAGUE 
SEVERAL NATIONS OF THE GLOBAL UNION, DE-
SPITE EFFICIENCY EFFORTS. PREFECT MAR-
SHALL RELEASED A STATEMENT SAYING THAT 
THE GLOBAL UNION WILL BENEFIT GREATLY 
FROM CREATING ITS OWN RELIABLE SOURCES 
OF ENERGY CAPTURE. 
 
AFTERSHOCKS CONTINUE TO ROCK CITIES 
ALONG THE COCOS AND PACIFIC PLATES. SOME 
GEOLOGISTS ARE RAISING ALARM THAT THE 
TWO ACTIVE TREMOR ZONES SO CLOSE TO ONE 
ANOTHER MAY BE SIGNS OF A MORE SEVERE 
EARTHQUAKE CAUSAL SEQUENCE COMING IN 
THE NEAR FUTURE.  
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GOVERNOR MIRIAM HEIRLINDA OF ZOE BAJA 
WILL BE WELCOMED BY THE PACIFIC ISLANDS 
LAND NATION THIS WEEK AS THE ALLIES CON-
TINUE IN THEIR ENERGY NEGOTIATIONS AND 
THE GLOBAL UNION CONTINUES TO CARE FOR 
ITS ZOE NEIGHBOR IN THE MIDST OF THAT RE-
GION’S RECESSION AND FOOD SHORTAGES.  

 
Miriam huffed out a laugh to herself. Never a note about the 

Zoelands without a plug of self-gratitude for the Global Union.  
 

THE ANTARCTIC LAND NATION HAD A SUC-
CESSFUL LAUNCH OF TWO LUNAR MINING 
DOMES VIA RAIL GUN. 
 
MODERATE WEATHER CONDITIONS CONTINUE 
IN THE SOUTHERN PROVINCES OF NEW HISPAN-
IOLA WITH SUNSHINE, WIND FROM THE EAST, 
AND A COMFORTABLE THIRTY-SIX DEGREES 
CELSIUS. GET OUT THOSE JACKETS AS THE 
NORTHERN PROVINCES DROP TO JUST 
TWENTY-FOUR DEGREES CELSIUS.  
 
RESIDENTIAL EVENING LIGHTS WILL GO UP AT 
OH FIVE THIRTY. 

 
“GOOD DAY AND GOOD LIVING, CITIZENS,” Miriam mocked 

in unison with the voice as she manually turned off her shower.  
She lingered in the stall a bit longer. She allowed the water to 

drip off her skin and away down the drain while she quietly consid-
ered the greater implications of the headlines. Even the weather 
report spoke of a world that was dying – cooking, really. The litera-
ture of Earth-Before-the-Melt spoke of beach trips and outdoor ac-
tivities in the same temperatures that felt almost cool to her gener-
ation. Humanity itself had evolved to the world they had so drasti-
cally changed. And then there were the tremors that continued to 
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spike on the moment scale. Each of those aftershocks surely had 
lives lost but death as a result of quakes and storms were so com-
mon that they were rarely even reported anymore. Mining on Mars 
and Luna were commonplace, and Miriam contemplated if there 
may be a time when the Lunar and Martian off world colonies would 
support as many citizens as they did operational teams. 

The mechanical voice began again meaning Miriam had been 
standing still for five minutes. 

 
ROLLING BROWNOUTS CONTINUE TO PLAGUE 
SEVERAL NATIONS OF THE GLOBAL UNION— 

 
“Music, please,” she cut off the report. “Contemporary mix. Five 

decibels.” 
The voice was replaced by an upbeat blend of hide hoop drums 

and digitized scatting voices backed by a counter melody shared 
between ukuleles and suona horns. There were times that music 
gave Miriam a jolt for her work, but not today. She finished getting 
ready while barely aware of the songs as they played. She didn’t 
have much need for makeup, but after she dried her body, she lib-
erally applied lotion to her salt-ashen skin before she got dressed 
in one of the simple outfits and then packed the others, along with 
her toiletries, into her travel tube. Miriam secured the luggage with 
a code and set it aside for pickup by the staff. It would await her in 
her assigned her travel quarters when she boarded the Cityship 
Tatsu the next morning. 

“Music off. Window closed,” she said as she left her quarters. 
She followed this with, “Good morning,” to Chief of Staff Inoke Kalua. 
He waited two steps from her room, a cup of coffee for her in one 
outstretched hand and his handheld digifile in the other. Miriam rav-
enously wrapped both hands around the old-fashioned, ceramic 
mug filled with the hot morning liquid she craved.  

“Shie, shie,” she gratefully uttered to Kalua. 
She drank the beverage in completely with her nose before it 

ever touched her lips. Immediately Miriam was nudged just a bit 
more to life. A small, close-mouthed smile crossed her lips. The 
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governor had her first couple of swallows through which her chief 
of staff patiently waited, before she finally said, “Jambo,” the casual 
hello from an EBM African language. It was as if she were greeting 
him for the first time and her chief was sure he was merely an after-
thought to the coffee.  

“I can’t believe you drink that stuff, Miriam. Energy patches 
work faster and are far more convenient.” 

“It’s not about the effect, Inoke. It’s about the ritual.” 
The two turned and walked at a moderate pace toward the of-

fices.  
“To business, we shall,” Kalua said formally. He bowed his head 

slightly and it caused his deep purple coif to bob. The image made 
Miriam’s lips finally part in a full smile. 

She raised one eyebrow suspiciously. “So proper this morning.” 
“Yes, ma’am.” Then, almost apologetically, “Deputy Governor 

Francisco is waiting in your office.” 
An expletive slipped out over the surface of her coffee causing 

ripples across it as she drank the rich, dark java. 
“And what do you have for me of import?” she drawled in an 

affected tone as they moved through the corridors from the private 
to the public side of the structure.  

Unlike Miriam, Inoke was known to be cotisuelto, fashionable, 
always on top of the latest working-men’s trends. Today, he wore 
green bottoms that moved as a skirt over one leg and fit as a tight 
pant on the other. His fiberoptic eyelash extensions had been pro-
grammed to match. His tailored asymmetrical suit coat crossed his 
body and buckled tightly on his hip. The fitted top accentuated the 
V-shaped physique one would assume belonged to the satellite 
program stars who were draped in admirers. The loose skirt side of 
his bottoms rippled like wind through a field of grass during their 
brisk walk. He would have fit in at a fashion function far better than 
he did here.  

With rebellious opinion, Miriam was appreciative he chose the 
latter. She genuinely liked him and that was better than she could 
say for most in government. She also trusted him, which was even 
rarer. To top it all off, he knew the job. Likability, trust, and 
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competence in one person? Miriam wasn’t sure how the hell she 
could manage her role without him and was grateful she didn’t need 
an answer to that conundrum. 

“The basin moderators are ready to give their reports on the 
kelp farms and fish nurseries first thing this morning. The zip chop-
per will take you to the central coast for that review, followed by the 
shoreline erosion reports from Mr. Ramos,” Chief of Staff Kalua con-
tinued down his list, making sure to get at least a curt nod of ap-
proval from Miriam after each bullet point before moving on. “You 
have a visit to the southern solar farm, as well as to Weston. That’s 
where you’ll tour the desalination plants and pick up Dr. Bradley. 
Cityship Tatsu is scheduled to dock this afternoon at the northeast 
port gate. Trading and battery loading will take place today and 
then dinner with the captain.” 

“Did I schedule that?” 
“Your dad did. He’s the host home for Captain Ridgelin, remem-

ber?” 
“He’s what?” Miriam exclaimed, stopping dead for a moment. 
“I assumed it was your request. I didn’t even ask. Nina and I are 

joining you. We don’t have to. I could talk to her,” he offered. 
Shaking her head and continuing their morning march, Miriam 

noted, “It’s my father that needs the talking to, not you!”  
Sheepishly, “So, we’ll be there at oh two hundred UTC?” 
“Apparently you should check with Jomo Heirlinda on that one. 

I don’t suppose you know what he’s cooking, as well?” 
“Your dad? I think he said seaweed salad and some sort of root 

stew.” 
“I’m sure it will be a nice enough night,” Miriam shot, but her 

chief saw the dimple appear on her left cheek as she held back a 
smile. Despite her vocal protestations, Inoke knew Miriam appreci-
ated the excuse to spend time with her dad. After her mom 
drowned three years earlier, the two of them treasured the rare mo-
ments they were able to spend together.  

“First thing in the morning,” Inoke went on, “a whistler will pick 
you up and security is in place for your stroll through the northern 
wind farms.” 
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Miriam stopped once more in the middle of the corridor and 
turned to her chief-of-staff with an exasperated expression. “Inoke, 
Please tell me you realize how ridiculous that sounds. Security for 
my stroll?” 

“Disculpas, Governor,” he apologized. “Deputy Francisco said 
he wants to make sure you are safe up until the second you are en 
route to your negotiations.” 

“That man just can’t wait to put my pants on for a few days, can 
he?” 

Inoke chuckled uncomfortably but stopped himself short of a 
full laugh.  

“It’s okay, Inoke. It is funny,” Miriam said flatly as she grabbed 
the digifile from him and began to read through it herself, sipping 
her coffee all the while with her other hand. “And besides, you know 
it’s true.” 

“Yes ma’am, he definitely wants to get in your pants.”  
Miriam pursed her lips and winced away the words as she 

handed the digifile back to Inoke. 
Inoke nervously stuttered, “Governor Heirlinda, I didn’t mean—” 
“Relax. Nobody wants to move on from that image more than 

I,” she said as the leaders began walking once more. 
The chief was shaking his head. “I still don’t know why you work 

with him.” 
“He was second in the gubernatorial election, so it’s not as if I 

chose him.” 
“That’s tradition, Miriam, not law.” 
“You know as well as I do that not honoring that tradition with 

Roberto Francisco would have been terrible optics. The human 
equality groups would have been all over me for passing him up.” 

“That’s ridiculous. You’ve always been an ally to their causes. 
You don’t dislike Francisco because of his deformities. You dislike 
him because he’s a crumb!” 

“Which is all the more reason I selected my own chief of staff. 
It’s your job to keep him at arm’s length for a measly six more years,” 
she couldn’t hold back a familial laugh for her friend. 
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“Are you sure you don’t need me to come along to the negoti-
ations?” 

“Nice try,” Miriam said. “I need you here.” 
“Just offering. You have until the morning to think about it. 

That’s when you embark on the Tatsu and head to the talks,” he 
continued walking through the agenda. “Executive Officer Kate Mur-
phy will review your schedule for the extended travel to the Pacific 
Islands Land Nations once you’re on board.” 

“Oh, I always liked Kate,” she said. “Even before she started da-
ting your sister.” 

“We like her, too.”  
Miriam stopped one last time. Inoke paused with the governor 

like a partner in perfect step. They were in the middle of the hall 
directly before the double doors that would take them to the public 
side of the residence. On this side of the doors, they were pals who 
had known one another for twenty years. On the other side, they 
were politicians – Governor Miriam Heirlinda and Chief of Staff Inoke 
Kalua.  

Miriam held back a sigh and surrendered to the tension that 
she knew would set in the moment the entrance opened. She 
turned to face Inoke with her side to the door and she took a long 
indulgent swallow of her coffee.  

Stalling, she asked “How are your chicks doing?” 
“Mish mushkela!” he said excitedly, while mirroring her.  Any re-

maining air of servanthood dropped. “No problems! For a while 
there, we thought we might lose the littlest one. It was always last 
to the food. But it’s been standing up for itself a bit more and Nina 
and I believe all six will make it!”  

“That’s great news. I love that you enjoy caring for your animals. 
That’s supposed to be the point,” Miriam said, now drinking her cof-
fee more intently to enjoy every last ounce.  

“It doesn’t hurt that my partner is Zoe Baja’s Head Poulterer.” 
“I miss Nina,” Miriam said sincerely. “It will be nice to see her 

tonight. The two of us used to catch up at least once a week and, 
other than in passing, I don’t think she and I have sat down in,” the 
governor shook her head sadly. “Oh. It must be months.” 
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“She understands.” 
“And your sister, Sefina? I didn’t even get to see her off after 

her last break. She’s managing well at the university? I’ve heard that 
final year is brutal.”  

Nodding, “She’s working hard, but Sefi finds ways to get out 
into the community, too.” 

“Does she fit in okay in the Canadian Land Nation?” 
“Yes. They treat her very well.”  
“I hope so,” Miriam exclaimed. “If they didn’t, they might have a 

diplomatic crisis on their hands! I had to pull in a lot of favors to get 
her student travel papers.” 

 “She truly does love it there. She’s taken to oceanography. 
Wants to intern on one of the cityships. Maybe the Zhu.” 

Miriam shivered on hearing the word and she wrapped her 
hands a bit more tightly around her mug. “No kidding. Cold up there. 
She likes the Hudson waters?”  

“Ideally. She’s somewhat familiar with the work they do since 
it’s the ship closest to her. They have a lot of university partner-
ships. She wouldn’t mind working on the Greater Lake, either.” 

“The freshwater seastead? Interesting.” Miriam chimed in. 
“Maybe the seastead or maybe the Cityship Yahng. That’s the 

cityship with a route that passes the seastead. Both are part of the 
Cityship Regatta,” Inoke confirmed. “Sefina isn’t picky, though. Two 
seasteads and twelve ships across the whole world doesn’t leave 
room for many entry-level opportunities. I’m sure she would be sat-
isfied with any chance to come her way.” 

The many floating cities around the globe dotted a handful of 
passageways on the open seas. Miriam was always fascinated by 
the gargantuan vessels but didn’t much enjoy being on them. She 
was made for the land. Still, there was something romantic about 
the great historic race to the sea—the Cityship Regatta, as it be-
came known—that took place centuries years earlier. As a child, she 
always enjoyed the nostalgic tales of the original cityship captains 
as they found and transformed old ships into homes, communities, 
and—eventually—vital world partners. Even though it wasn’t the 
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path for her, Miriam was glad that Sefina, somebody she loved as 
family, would be able to enjoy a life at sea one day.   

“She always took to the water industries. I’m sure it’s why she 
and Kate work so well together,” the governor responded as she 
downed her last drop of energy.  

Her procrastination was officially drained from the mug. Miriam 
looked at her empty cup with sad dissatisfaction, as though she 
could will it to refill itself. She and the chief of staff stood silently for 
a moment. They knew that they could not delay the workday any 
longer.  

After finally releasing the resigned sigh, Miriam looked up at In-
oke. “Alright, then, let’s get this day started, Chief!” 

The two passed through the double doors to the public side of 
the governance building while Miriam simultaneously handed her 
empty coffee mug to Inoke. He in turn passed it off to the first 
worker by whom they walked. With their morning chat and first cof-
fee behind them, the buzz of business was now in the air.  

“And what should I do about Deputy Governor Francisco?” In-
oke asked, submission back in his voice as show for the rest of the 
personnel. 

“Let him wait in the office. He probably wants to consider re-
decorating for the short time I’ll be gone.” 

“Yes, ma’am,” he laughed openly this time, proud to show the 
camaraderie he had with the governor in front of the other workers.  

Inoke desired the staff to see him as reverent toward the office 
of Governor Miriam Heirlinda at the same time that they saw her 
reflect a mutual respect for her chief of staff. She was so impressed 
with how well he played the game. He had true charm and it 
showed. The colorfully attired parade of professional government 
Zoeans snapped to attention when the two of them passed by. It 
was unnecessary. Miriam hated pageantry.  

“Your security awaits,” Inoke jested.  
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